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i tried downloading stellar data recovery professional from the link you sent me, but it never worked. i tried again with the link that you provided above (pst to ost conversion) and it did the trick. thank you very much! michael, i have tried running your program. i have the.pst file and tried to install it
on my new computer. it runs and saves the.pst file to c:\users\user\appdata\roaming\stellar phoenix. i restarted the computer and open the file again with the same old error. please help me to resolve this issue. i have tried downloading stellar data recovery professional from the link you sent me,
but it never worked. i tried again with the link that you provided above (pst to ost conversion) and it did the trick. thank you very much! i have a problem with my new ost file. i cannot open it, the windows recognizes it but i cannot open it. i tried the stellar phoenix outlook pst repair 4.5. it worked
with my previous ost file, but not this time. please help me. hi, i am using stellar phoenix outlook pst repair 4.5. i have one problem when i try to save the recovered ost file. it shows an error message that "the file cannot be saved in the location." is there any solution for this? another great feature
of this stellar data recovery software is the option of recovering not only outlook pst data, but also thunderbird. and if that's not enough, you can retrieve data of multiple folders at a time. basically, stellar phoenix outlook pst repair is considered as the best software for the recovery of outlook pst
files. it offers various advanced features like preview of recovered files, preview of file properties, preview of deleted items, preview of recovered emails, preview of recovered contacts, preview of recovered tasks, preview of recovered journals and preview of recovered calendars. it also provides
options to restore files from multiple pst files. there is also the option to recover files from external drives, imap accounts, and so on. also, stellar phoenix outlook pst repair keygen is compatible with windows 2000, xp, vista, 7, 8, and 10 operating systems.
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